AXE the TAX with FACTS!

**ALP is facing record low polls & Prime Minister Gillard’s leadership is dead.**

We have a chance.

We need your help please to create a storm across Australia: Two Weeks of Thunder.

Please contact Members of Parliament. Your local MP. Your senator in Canberra for your state. ALP MP’s in marginal seats. **Independents Oakeshott, Windsor and Wilkie.**

MP’s take most notice of paper letters signed by voters.. and signed faxes. Phone calls to them and if they’re not in the office, personal messages left with their office. For those not comfortable with writing letters and sending faxes, we have drafted the attached letter to make it easier. Use whatever parts you want from it.

**Two Weeks of Thunder**

Politicians disregard form letters. Use whatever you want from the draft letter, preferably in your own words, or by changing the letter to make it your own. The shorter the better. The key points are in bold italicised text. Keep the letter to one page.

It will be most effective if the MP knows that the media know that she/he is aware of the lies, manipulations and omissions misrepresenting the ‘science’. That’s why we suggest you add ‘cc’ at the bottom of your letter and include the names of some media personalities. Then send those personalities a copy of your letter by ordinary mail. If your letters to MPs are typed by computer, please print copies and send them to the media personalities you select. Let them know so they can broadcast our fury. If that’s too difficult, don’t bother with copies. Just send letters and faxes to MPs. Please ask and help your friends and workmates to contact MPs.

Help create **Two Weeks of Thunder** to get Gillard and Brown and their tax OUT. Let’s protect freedom and Australia’s future. Together we can have a big impact.

Addresses of all federal Members of Parliament:


**ALP members in marginal seats:**

Daryl Melham
David Bradbury
Deborah O’Neill
Michelle Rowland
Graham Perrett
Michael Symon

Laura Smyth
Darren Cheeseman
Wayne Swan’s name has recently been added to the list. Many others as polls plummet.

Addresses for cc letters to media personalities: continued over the page.....

Mr Chris Mitchell
(politically respected and influential newspaper)
Editor-In Chief
The Australian newspaper,
GPO Box 4245, SYDNEY NSW 2001
Your Name & address
XXX Xxxxxx Xxxxxx
Xxxxxxx XXX XXX

Date XX Xxxxxxx, 2011

Mr/Ms Xxxxxx Xxxxxx, MP
Postal address
Xxxxxx (Town) XXXX (state) XXX (postcode)

Dear Ms/Mr:

Although never before involved in politics I am annoyed and worried about our country under Prime Minister Julia Gillard. I’m worried about the lies, deliberate manipulations, deceptions, misrepresentations, omissions, evasions and myths exposed as the basis for the government’s proposed tax on carbon dioxide. We need to restore integrity.

I am alarmed by the rigging, subversion and destruction of climate science. This has recently been drawn to my attention. I now draw it to your attention. You will find it documented in sections 6 (Political Scam Exposed) and 1 (Scientific Untruths) of The Galileo Movement’s web site www.galileomovement.com.au.

Please stop or defer the carbon tax until an inquiry has been completed into the blatant rigging and dishonest manipulation of climate science; and until the global economy recovers; and until there is international support for any action on carbon dioxide. All the big producers have decided against taxing and against trading carbon dioxide ‘credits’: America, China, India, Brazil, Japan and Russia. Please restore integrity and leadership. Vote against the carbon dioxide tax.

Yours sincerely,

Your signature

cc: Chris Mitchell, Editor in Chief of The Australian; Carter Edwards Radio 2SM; Alan Jones Radio 2GB; Andrew Bolt Melbourne Herald Sun.